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Overview 

 

Background 

This report outlines the second meeting of the Murrindindi Shire Council (MSC) Council 
Road Advisory Group (CRAG). The session was held in-person at Yea Council Chambers on 
Wednesday 6 December from 6.00 – 9.00pm.  

Prior to the workshop members were provided with a Workbook (refer Appendix A) to help 
participants to prepare for discussions. The Workbook provided opportunity for participants 
to provide feedback on the outcomes of the previous session and to provide their opinion on 
the key principles that Council should keep in mind, when making decisions about how our 
roads are managed. 

 

Workshop Attendance 

A list of workshop attendees is provided in the table below.  Apologies were received from 4 
CRAG members (Rainer Adam, Sarah Southam, Trevor Hedge, Robert Morgan). 

 

Table 1: List of workshop attendees  

 Attendees 

Chair Sue Carpenter, Councillor 

MSC team Livia Bonazzi: Chief Executive Officer  
Caroline Lintott: Interim Director Assets & Environment  
Peter Bain: Manager Sustainability & Assets  
Stuart Russell: Manager Operations & Maintenance  
Natalie Matheson: Coordinator Community Engagement 

Presenters Caroline Lintott, Interim Director Assets and Development  
Fiona Marmaras, Asset Management Consultant 

CRAG members Peter Weeks 
David Webb Ware 
Robyn Archer 
Rebekah Grant 
Michael Cooke 
Mat Luma 
Paul Denham 
Brian Ahern 
Martin Howden 
Cameron McLay  
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Workshop Summary 

Councillor Sue Carpenter welcomed the CRAG members and shared an Acknowledgement 
of Country.  

Facilitator, Caroline Lintott, Interim Director Assets & Environment, provided an overview of 
the meeting purpose and agenda. She then facilitated a discussion where participants were 
invited to share reflections and opinions on: 

• Session One Summary Report 

• Key Issues (community concerns) identified during Session One  

• MSC Road Management Plan 2021 and the MSC Asset Plan 2022- 2032  

Participants were then encouraged to comment on the Asset Management Principles (listed 
in the Asset Plan) and to share the key principles that they believe Council should keep in 
mind, when making decisions about how Council roads are managed on behalf of the local 
community. 

Caroline also delivered a presentation to summarise four key phases of Council’s current 
approach to road asset management: The four phases include: 

1. Classification of each road segment into a hierarchy. 
2. Setting deliverable service level targets. 
3. Delivery of the road inspection, maintenance and renewal service (in accordance 

with the service level targets). 
4. Service review and adjustment. 

Refer Appendix B for a copy of the presentation slides.  

In order to allow sufficient time for all member opinions to be heard, not all slides included in 
the Appendix were covered in the Caroline’s presentation. 

Following a short break, CRAG members split into three groups to discuss three case study 
challenges: 

1. Increase the bucket of money. 
2. Get the road hierarchy right. 
3. Prioritise work and manage expectations. 

Group 1 was facilitated by Peter Bains, Manager Sustainability & Assets, The Group was 
given the opportunity to provide opinion on Council’s Special Charge Scheme (SCS) Policy. 
Recognising that there is community demand for the sealing of currently unsealed roads, but 
no commensurate support for SCS to fund the requested upgrade work. 

Group 2 was facilitated by Caroline Lintott and considered whether roads that carry high 
volumes of heavy traffic such as bus routes, tourist routes, and roads that service heavy 
industry (including plantations, sawmills, farming, quarries) should all be classified similarly. 
The Group also considered what the implications of making changes to the hierarchy would 
be. 

Group 3 was facilitated by Stuart Russell, Manager Operations & Maintenance. This Group 
considered a sample of different types of roads and customer comments. The Group were 
asked to consider and provide opinion on Council’s current approach to prioritising road 
maintenance and renewal works. 

Each Group reported back to the overall Group.  

Caroline outlined the next steps and Councillor Carpenter closed the meeting. 
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Discussion Summary 

 
This section provides an overview of the key themes that emerged during Group 
discussions. 

Reflections on Session One 

General comments 

• The Session One Summary Report adequately captured the key features of the 
session. 

• Some participants indicated that during Session One the Facilitator did not manage 
questions or comments well. In future it needs to be clear when members are to 
contribute to the discussion. 

• It was noted that the online-Workbook (provided on the Portal) only allowed for 140-
character responses to the questions. This was not considered adequate by many 
members who used the Workbook. Officers agreed to look into providing for more 
characters but note that this may be a technical restriction of the application. 
Members were also encouraged to simply add multiple comments to overcome the 
character limits. 

• Members indicated that they were hoping that this Group will look at big picture items 
like maintenance standards. In particular “how can we get our maintenance 
standards up to speed?”. 

• Given that a lot of community dissatisfaction is about arterial roads, it was suggested 
that there would likely be a lot of community interest if Council was able to facilitate a 
community meeting with Regional Roads Victoria (RRV) to discuss issues on arterial 
roads. Peter Bain noted that RRV have not shown interest in participating in that type 
of community engagement and would be unlikely to attend. 

Comments regarding key issues (community concerns)  

Participants were asked to comment on the key issues identified in Session One and to 
indicate if we had missed anything. A few themes emerged: 

• Road safety 
o Lots of accidents with visitors to the Shire. 
o Our Shire has lots of quirky roads, that are difficult even for locals. 
o There is a real lack of obvious policing.  
o Concerned about increased debris on our roads. 
o Electric vehicles are especially susceptible to catch fire if there is debris on 

the road. 
o Can we increase hard shoulders on roads within our Shire? They are 

beneficial from a safety point of view, and they give cyclist somewhere to go.  
 ‘You only have to look at statistics that the accidents involve no shoulders. – 
Peter Weeks (SES) 

• Changing demands for maintenance of our roads 
o We’ve seen an increase of heavy vehicles / traffic in our Shire causing 

damage. 
o It’s important that Council keep ahead of the maintenance because it is hard 

to catch up once we get behind. 

• Communication of maintenance issues 
o Sometimes the afterhours number doesn’t work (e.g. when reporting trees 

down on a road) - this will be investigated. 
o Snap Send Solve (SSS) is a good app for reporting defects. 
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o Not sure how SSS works, you don’t always get a maintenance response 
when using the SSS app. 

Comments regarding the Road Asset Management Plan (RAMP) scope 

• Footpaths 
o Paul suggested that footpaths should be included in Council’s RAMP as they 

are important infrastructure and there are a number of footpath issues that 
need to be addressed including: 

- Kinglake has lack of adequate paths. This makes people (including 
women with prams) walk on the roads, which is less than ideal. 

- Lack of paths in Buxton 
- New estates being built with driveways but no footpaths – How can we 

get footpaths as well as driveways in all future developments? 
- Pathways are included in the Road Management Plan (RMP), so why 

not the RAMP. 
o Livia and Peter Bains explained that although footpaths are Council’s 

responsibility and an important asset, they are not within the scope of the 
RAMP and therefore not within the scope of CRAG deliberations. Footpaths 
will be considered (along with pathways in reserves) as part of a separate 
strategic asset management plan, when pathways have been condition 
audited. They will also be considered as part of the Road Management Plan 
(RMP) review. 

• Signage 
o Signs, guideposts, line-marking are all road traffic management controls and 

are included in the scope of the RAMP and RMP. 

Questions regarding traffic speeds and volumes 

• Speed Limits - How are the community informed of road speed change?  
o Noone sends out an individual notification. Regional Roads Victoria (RRV) 

are responsible for communicating changes to speed limits. Usually this is 
done using “new limit” road signs for a period before the new limit is enforced. 

o Council only installs and maintains speed signs but is not in charge of setting 
speed limits. 

o Road work speed limits. Once roadwork is completed does the speed get 
changed? On Council roads once roadworks is completed the original speed 
limit is reinstated. On RRV roads, Council has no jurisdiction. To reduce 
speed limits on Council roads, Council must seek approval from the 
Department of Transport. 

 

• Traffic Data - Does Council have a strategy to collect data on traffic flows?  
o Data is collected every year. Participants were shown the map (available on 

the CRAG Portal) showing recent traffic data.  
o Peter Bain explained the data collection method and assumptions made when 

collecting and interpreting the data. 
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Road Management Plan (RMP) 2021 and Asset Plan 2022-2032 Feedback. 

Peter Bain explained that the RMP is a risk management document that is a legal 
requirement. The standards stated in the RMP must be delivered.  

Fiona advised that the ten-year Asset Plan is the first iteration of this document, and that 
Council is required, by legislation, to update it (as well as the RMP) after each general 
Council election. So, the feedback from CRAG members will be helpful as Council improves 
the quality of both of these documents in coming years. 

CRAG members provided feedback on these two strategic documents. Most of the 
discussion focussed on the Asset Plan 2022-32 (in particular the Asset Management 
Principles p 1 and the summary tables p 31-33) 

Comments Relevant to Both Documents 

• Be conscious of the audience. 

• A brief description of what is in the documents would be beneficial. 

• Don’t be too technical. Use lay persons language when engaging with the 
community. 

• Both documents need more explanation around upgrading the assets for changed 
conditions, important for State and Federal funding. 

Comments on the Road Management Plan: 

• Council needs to communicate easily and clearly with the community on who is 
responsible for which roads. Fiona clarified that the roads listed in the Public Road 
Register are the roads that Council is responsible for. RRV is responsible for arterial 
roads. There is a Code of Practise that outlines the responsibilities. 

• Council is failing miserably in delivering the RMP standards. 

• Service response times might be the reason Council doesn’t provide good quality 
repairs. 

• Unmade road standards are deficient. 

• Council is obliged to meet reasonable expectations. 

Comments/ Questions on the Asset Plan Tables (page 31-33): 

• Do our roads get condition audited? Yes. 

• Need to clarify how the graphs showing predicted condition were done. 

• What is the anticipated life and deterioration? It depends. The rate of road surface 
deterioration is affected by many factors including weather conditions, drainage, 
construction quality, traffic volumes including heavy vehicles, quality of maintenance 
work. Council uses predictive modelling software and asset life assumptions as well 
as traffic data to predict the rate of deterioration. The model predicts the future 
condition taking into consideration the amount of funding allocated to renewal.  

• What are the graphs telling us? The graphs tell us that with current road renewal 
funding (for road re-sheeting and resealing) in the long-term financial plan (about  
$3M pa) we are not keeping up with the predicted rate of deterioration. 

• Livia noted that the Grattan report (available on the Portal) shows that all levels of 
government will need to spend billions just to renew deteriorated roads and to keep 
pace with deterioration. Even more money is required for upgrades. 
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Guiding Principles  

Comments/ Questions on the Currently Documented Asset Management Principles: 

• There was general agreement with the principles documented in the Asset Plan 
2022-32. 

• One participant queried whether Council really is community-centric and whether the 
community really is involved in all critical decision making? (principles number 1 and 
3). 

• Discussion suggested that it depends on what decisions are considered “critical”. 
What is critical to one person is not necessarily critical to everyone. 

• One participant suggested rearranging the principles listed. Start with principle 6 
regarding continuous improvement as a lead-in to tell the story of continuous 
improvement. 

• How Council assesses road usage was queried. The traffic count data collection 
process was explained by Peter Bain. It was acknowledged that further data 
collection and analysis work is required to fully understand traffic circulation. 

• Adding a whole of asset life approach to help avoid future financial burden was 
discussed. 
 

Road Management Decision Making Principles 

To prompt discussion the following principles were provided: 

• mitigate public safety risks. 

• comply with relevant legislation and regulations. 

• avoid creating a financial burden on future generations. 

Participants were asked to provide their opinions. Comments included: 

• Safety of road users including cyclists and motorbike riders should be a priority. 

• Maybe Council should worry more about making sure they are meeting current needs 
expectations and less about whether they will create a financial burden on future 
generations. 

• Is it an option for Council to borrow money for roads? What is the fear of going into 
debt to fix the roads?  

• Livia noted that this Council has indicated it is not averse to borrowing money for 
investment in infrastructure. It is important to get the balance right, use whole of life 
assessment, aim to meet current and future needs. Federal funding is necessary.  
1/3 of the fuel excise has been going to roads. Much more funding support is 
needed. 

• Maintaining existing assets and not accepting deterioration of current road assets 
should be a priority. It is important to not fall behind and end up spending more in the 
long run. 

 

Group Activity Summary  

Participants split into three groups to consider one of three case study challenges.  

Challenge 1 - Increase the Bucket of Money 

Facilitated by Peter Bain, Manager Sustainability & Assets, The Group was given the 
opportunity to provide opinion on Council’s Special Charge Scheme (SCS) Policy. 
Recognising that there is community demand for the sealing of currently unsealed roads, but 
no commensurate support for SCS to fund the requested upgrade work. 

Group suggestions included: 
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• Council should pursue any opportunity to impose charges on tourist routes and to 
lobby the State or Federal Government to upgrade roads along these routes. 

• Where the beneficiaries for an upgrade are mainly visitors and tourism, the cost to 
residents should be fair and proportional. 

• Contributions should use the fairest possible methodology, based on property area or 
frontage, when apportioning costs to landowners that receive a special benefit from 
the upgrade. 

• Council’s contribution should reflect the benefit of improved overall aesthetics and 
amenity of townships. 

• The policy should be rewritten in a format and language that is easy for the 
community to understand. 

• The general benefit of improving a road, for example if visitors or businesses gain a 
benefit, should be fairly included in the apportionment. 

• Repayments on special rates and charges schemes should be offered over the 
maximum period allowed. 

Challenge 2 - Get the Road Hierarchy Right 

Facilitated by Caroline Lintott and Fiona Marmaras, asset management consultant (Integr8 
Pty Ltd), this Group considered whether roads that carry high volumes of heavy traffic such 
as bus routes, tourist routes, and roads that service heavy industry (including plantations, 
sawmills, farming, quarries) should all be classified similarly. The Group also considered 
what the implications of making changes to the hierarchy would be. 

The Group suggested that: 

• The hierarchy classifications should reflect road usage. 

• Roads along school bus routes function as Collectors 

• Roads along PTV bus routes are different to school buses. PTV routes typically take 
the quickest route through the Shire using Council roads that link to arterial roads 
and should be classified as Link Roads not Collectors. 

• Roads used by heavy vehicles for industry could be classified separately and a levy 
could be imposed to address the damage caused to the roads.  

• Installation of traffic controls to reduce rat-runs along access roads and divert traffic 
onto Collector roads might reduce the number of Access Roads that are used as 
Collectors. 

• Care must be taken to not adversely impact farmers. 

• Through roads should not just be paid for by Council but have a State contribution. 

• If the use of the road has changed, the level of the road should also change. 

• Roads not designed for current usage. 

• Main focus should be on improving the maintenance and repair of what we have got 
before upgrading any roads. 
  

Challenge 3 - Prioritise and Manage Expectations 

Facilitated by Stuart Russell, Manager Operations & Maintenance, this Group considered a 
sample of customer comments regarding different types of roads. The Group were asked to 
consider and provide opinion on Council’s current approach to prioritising road maintenance 
and renewal works. 
 
The Group suggested that: 

• Road usage should be the key factor used to prioritise road renewal and road 
maintenance, based on safety and wellbeing of public. 

• Heavy vehicle usage should multiply *1.5 of car traffic data. 

• Look at material being used for maintenance. 

• Prioritise road maintenance based on traffic count. 
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• Look at standard of construction (vehicle width) 

• Repair (renewal) of the higher-use roads should be a priority. 

• Focus upgrades on sealing Access Roads within townships. 

• Prioritise re sheeting of roads that are currently difficult to grade. 

• Some discussions around public and non-public roads and where maintenance 
stops. 

• Discussion on maintenance practices and how roads are graded, number of staff 

• Clear terminology in RMP and asset plan. 
 

Next Steps 
 

• Next meeting will be in late February or early March 2024 

• Meeting will focus on critiquing and Council’s current service level targets with a view 
to making changes that are deliverable and will affordably better meet community 
needs. 

• CRAG members were asked to input additional questions and reflections via the 
CRAG Portal on The Loop. https://theloop.murrindindi.vic.gov.au/project_login/1032 
 

 
 
  

https://theloop.murrindindi.vic.gov.au/project_login/1032
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A- Session Two Workbook 
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Appendix B - Session Two Slide Presentation 
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